Speech errors follow the phonotactics of the language being spoken. For example, in English, if [n] is mispronounced as [n], the [q] will always appear in a syllable coda. The authors created an analogue to this phenomenon by having participants recite lists of consonant-vowel-consonant syllables in 4 sessions on different days. In the first 2 experiments, some consonants were always onsets, some were always codas, and some could be both. In a third experiment, the set of possible onsets and codas depended on vowel identity. In all 3 studies, the production errors that occurred respected the "phonotactics" of the experiment The results illustrate the implicit learning of the sequential constraints present in the stimuli and show that the language production system adapts to recent experience.
sounds (e.g., Massaro & Cohen, 1983; Pitt, 1998) and word boundaries (e.g., McQueen, 1998; Norris, McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1997) . Furthermore, nonwords with common sound sequences can be repeated more quickly than those with low probability phonotactics (Vitevitch, Luce, Charles-Luce, & Kemmerer, 1997) . Sensitivity to these sequential constraints begins very early in life. Nine-month-old infants will listen longer to word lists that adhere to the phonotactics of their native language than to lists that do not (Jusczyk, Friederici, Wessels, Svenkerud, & Jusczyk, 1993) , and they are sensitive to how phonotactic sequences align with word boundaries (Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, & Morgan, 1999) . Moreover, infants can learn the sequential structure of a continuous stream of speech sounds from as little as 2 min of exposure (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) .
One important manifestation of phonotactics can be seen in speech production errors. Phonological speech errors often create nonwords such as "hymn to hing" for "hymn to sing" (from Dell, 1990) , but the chance of such an error violating phonotactic constraints has been thought to be small (e.g., Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971; Wells, 1951) . Violations do occur, though. Stemberger (1983) collected several examples, such as [stk] for "act" or [dlorm] for "dorm," and these constituted a bit less than 1% of his phonological error corpus (see also Mowrey & MacKay, 1990, and Frisch & Wright, 1998 , who provided electromyographic and acoustic evidence, respectively, that some errors elicited from tongue-twister recitation can be phonetically as well as phonotactically ill formed). Despite the existence of violations, it is generally agreed that there is a reasonably strong tendency for errors to obey phonotactic constraints. This tendency, the phonotactic regularity effect, suggests that the constraints are actively used during speaking (Fromkin, 1971; Motley & Baars, 1975) .
This article presents data that illuminate the mechanisms behind the phonotactic regularity effect. In three experiments, we asked speakers to recite sequences of four consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) syllables, such as "hes feng neg kem." Each experiment consisted of four sessions per speaker, with the result that each speaker said more than 6,000 syllables altogether. The sequences always included one [h] and one [n] , segments that are required to be onsets and codas, respectively, in English. Consequently, we expected that any speech errors in which another sound was replaced with [h] or [rj] would nonetheless be phonotactically regular. That is, error outcomes that are [h] would be onsets, and [rj] outcomes would be codas. The critical aspect of the experiments, however, concerned errors involving other consonants. For example, in Experiment 1, half of the speakers experienced [f] always as an onset and [s] always as a coda, and half experienced the reverse assignment. More generally, each experiment created experiment-wide phonotactic constraints in regard to the distribution of consonants within the context of the experiment. To anticipate our results, we found that errors adhered to the experimentwide constraints to a surprisingly strong extent. We show later that this fact, along with other aspects of the data, is informative about the mechanisms responsible for the phonotactic regularity effect and the role of experience in language production.
Two hypotheses motivated our experiments: the breadth of constraint hypothesis and the implicit learning hypothesis. The former is a claim about the relation between language-wide phonotactic constraints and other less general sound patterns, and the latter concerns the mechanisms for acquisition and representation of these patterns. The next two subsections introduce these hypotheses to provide background for the experiments.
Breadth of Constraint Hypothesis
The breadth of constraint hypothesis is the claim that patterns in language occur at many levels of generality and that the processing system is sensitive to all of these levels. For example, one can speak of constraints that are true for the entire language. The fact that [rj] is a coda whenever it occurs in English is an example. There are also patterns that apply to a subset of words. A classic example is the differing stress patterns of English nouns, which tend to have trochaic stress as in REcord, and verbs, which tend to be iambic as in reCORD. Ultimately, one can speak of constraints that are so specific that they apply to a single word. Thus, one can say that [k] is an onset, in the context of the word king.
The claim that language processing is sensitive to patterns at many levels of generality is hardly controversial. Consequently, our goal is not to prove or disprove the breadth of constraint hypothesis. Instead, we seek to reinterpret some well-known speech-error phenomena in light of this hypothesis and relate them to new findings. In so doing, we can identify relations among these phenomena that, to our knowledge, have not been brought out before.
One can characterize a particular speech-error phenomenon in terms of very local constraints. Most phonological speech errors involve the movement of sounds from one syllable to another, such as "leading list" for "reading list" (Fromkin, 1971) . These movement errors exhibit what is called the syllable-position effect (Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971; MacKay, 1970; Nooteboom, 1969) . When a sound moves, it retains its position in the syllable structure. For consonants, this effect reduces to the claim that onset consonants move to other onset positions, and codas move to other coda positions. In the "leading list" example, the erroneous [1] in "leading" is an onset, as is its source in "list." The syllable-position effect, like the phonotactic regularity effect, is subject to violations (MacKay, 1970; Stemberger, 1982) . Moreover, there is debate about how much of the effect reflects syllable position as opposed to word position (Meyer, 1992; ShattuckHufnagel, 1983) . Nonetheless, there appears to be some kind of tendency for consonants to retain their positions when they slip. Dell (1986) offered an account of the syllable-position effect by associating words with position-specific phoneme nodes. For example, the [1] in list corresponds to an onset-1 node. When list is active, the onset-1 is activated and thus can appear erroneously in other onset positions in the vicinity of list, such as "leading list"
We suggest that the syllable-position effect and the phonotactic regularity effect are related phenomena. They simply reflect constraints at different levels of generality. Consider the fact that [h] is always an onset when one is speaking English. This is an example of a language-wide constraint, and errors tend to adhere to it. Next consider the fact that [k] is always an onset when one is saying "king." This is a local constraint, one that is true only for "king" and other words with [k] onsets. An error in the vicinity of "king" involving the migration of [k] will tend to preserve [k]'s onset status (e.g., "red king" spoken as "ked king"). In this way, the syllable position effect can be thought of as adherence to a local constraint in the vicinity of a controlling word. Adherence to language-wide phonotactic constraints is just a more general application of the principle: Misplaced speech sounds tend to reflect the positions in which they correctly occur.
The syllable-position and phonotactic regularity effects can thus be thought of as two ends of a continuum of breadth of constraint with the former at the narrow end and the latter at the wide end. The distinction between a language's rules and its exceptions is analogous. A rule applies widely and exceptions locally. The past tense for English is -ed r but the past tense for come is came. Moreover, the regularities in the English past tense fall on a continuum between the wide rule and the local exceptions, including subregularities such as ring -rang, sing-sang, and drink-drank. In this vein, our experiments constitute an attempt to find a speech error effect that occupies a middle ground between the wide phonotactic regularity effect and the narrow syllable-position effect. The experiment-wide phonotactic constraints (e.g., [f] being an onset throughout this experiment) represent a domain that is broader than a single syllable and its immediate vicinity but considerably more restricted than a lifetime of speaking English. We attempted to separate the contributions of language-wide, experiment-wide, and local constraints on error and, hence, evaluate the breadth of constraint hypothesis.
Implicit Learning Hypothesis
How does the language processing system acquire sensitivity to constraints on the positions of sounds in words and syllables? The simplest answer is that the processing system learns. It experiences sound sequences and stores them in memory. Then it uses those memories in subsequent processing of sound sequences. This is not to deny that an important component of phonotactic knowledge may be independent of experience, that is, inherent in the linguistic, cognitive, articulatory, and auditory systems. But the variabil-ity of phonotactics across languages and the often arbitrary nature of the phonological forms of lexical items force the conclusion that much of the knowledge of sound patterns comes from experience.
Our experiments examined the learning mechanism that is responsible for the production system's sensitivity to the positions of speech sounds. Specifically, we hypothesized that this mechanism has three properties: It is sensitive to recent experience, it is implicit, and it is capable of generalization. We refer to these properties jointly as the implicit learning hypothesis, in deference to the large literature on the learning of sequential patterns in nonlinguistic domains that associates the properties with an "implicit" or "procedural" learning system (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993; Gupta & Cohen, 1998; Knowlton & Squire, 1994; Reber, 1993; Redington & Chater, 1996 ; for a recent review, see Neal & Hesketh, 1997) . How sensitive the learning mechanism is to recent experience was determined in our experiments by examining whether speakers acquire any special sensitivity to experimentwide constraints in their errors and, if so, how quickly it is acquired. Implicitness implies that the speakers have no intention to learn the distribution of the speech sounds in the syllables that they are uttering. They are just producing syllables as accurately as they can, and any learning of the sound distribution occurs simply as a result of speaking. Furthermore, their error patterns should be unaffected by explicit awareness of these distributions, something that we manipulated in our experiments.
The issue of generalization concerns the specificity of what is learned and how that knowledge is applied. At one end of the specificity dimension are instance theories (e.g., Goldinger, 1998; Hintzman, 1986; Logan, 1988) . Each experience leaves a separate memory trace. For the acquisition of sound distributions within a syllable, an instance would correspond to the utterance of a particular syllable. If a recency mechanism is assumed (e.g., less recent instances are lost or less accessible), an instance theory could explain the sensitivity of errors to experiment-wide constraints. The more accessible instances that there are of a syllable, the more likely that syllable will be produced instead of an intended syllable. Because the recent syllables themselves follow the constraints, the errors will as well. Somewhat less specific than a pure instance theory would be a syllable lexicon (e.g., Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994) , a store of syllable types that have been produced before. Augmented with a recency mechanism, a syllable lexicon can explain any tendency for errors to follow experiment-wide constraints for the same reason that instance theories can. Any bias to produce recently spoken syllables necessarily is associated with a sensitivity to sound distributions present in those syllables.
Opposed to instance theories are accounts in which rules are inferred from experience and stored in memory (see Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999) . Such rules would, for our experiments, refer to units smaller than the syllable. For example, speakers may induce the experiment-wide rules [s] is an onset and [/] is a coda, and their acquisition would offer an account of any tendency for errors to respect them. These kinds of rules may refer to more than just the set of possible onsets and codas. Because languages of the world tend to have many restrictions on which codas can accompany which vowels, phonotactic constraints can be usefully described by listing the set of possible onsets and the set of possible rimes, or nucleus-coda combinations. Thus, instead of acquiring the rule [/] is a coda, our speakers might acquire rules that [ef] , [If] , and so on are legal rimes. Evidence that speakers are sensitive to the onset-rime distinction comes from speech errors (MacKay, 1972; Shattuck-Hufhagel, 1983; Stemberger, 1983 ), short-term memory errors (Treiman & Danis, 1988) , and a variety of tasks requiring manipulations of pronunciations (Fowler, Treiman, & Gross, 1993; Treiman, 1983 Treiman, , 1986 . Accounts of learning based on rule acquisition can also be combined with instance theory, allowing for the storage of both abstractions and specific experiences or items. Such dual-mechanism theories have been proposed to explain categorization data (e.g., Erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994) and aspects of morphology (Pinker, 1991) .
A third class of theories, connectionist learning models, can be distinguished from rule and instance theories and even from dualmechanism theories. Pronunciations of words are learned by the incremental tuning of weights between representational units in a network, in response to experience (e.g., Anderson, Milostan, & Cornell, 1998; Cleeremans, 1993; Dell, Juliano, & Govindjee, 1993; Elman et a!., 1996; Gupta & Dell, 1999; Jordan, 1986; Plaut & Kello, 1999; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) . Connectionist learning models are associated with flexibility in the specificity of what is learned. Some of the weight changes in the network can be characterized as the induction of "rules" at various levels of generality, whereas other changes may be akin to the storage of a specific instance (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1985) . The exact nature of what is learned, however, depends on the training experience, any a priori representations, and the learning algorithm. With respect to our experiments, one would expect connectionist learning models to be able to explain the acquisition of experiment-wide constraints on sound distribution through weight change mechanisms. And speech errors in these kinds of models seem to naturally follow whatever phonotactic constraints are present in the training set provided that output representations are based on well-motivated phonological features (Anderson et al., 1998; Dell et al., 1993) .
Our experiments tested the breadth of constraint and implicit learning hypotheses by altering the distributions of speech sounds in a laboratory speech production task and evaluating the extent to which speech errors reflected those distributions. We compared error sensitivity to local constraints (e.g., [k] is an onset in this sequence of four syllables), experiment-wide constraints (e.g., [f\ is always an onset in this experiment), and language-wide constraints (e.g., [h] is always an onset in English). Furthermore, we attempted to determine whether any learning of experiment-wide sound distributions is implicit using what we call the ask-tell technique. The ask component of this technique is the standard way of assessing participants' explicit knowledge; we asked them at the end of the experiment to report anything they noticed about the syllables that they pronounced. The tell component involves directly telling half of the participants about the sound distributions. If informed and uninformed speakers have similar error patterns, then we have evidence that explicit knowledge is not responsible for those patterns.
In the first experiment, speakers repeated four-syllable sequences such as "feng keg hem nes" in time with a metronome. They repeated 96 such sequences four times each in an experimental session, and they did so for four sessions on separate days. The eight consonants in this example and the vowel [e] were the only sounds used in the experiment. Each consonant occurred exactly once in each sequence, [h] was always an onset and [rj] was always a coda, respecting English phonotactics. The misplacement of these sounds therefore tested for language-wide constraints. [fj and [s] were always onsets and codas, respectively, and speakers in the sef condition experienced the reverse. The other consonants appeared equally as onsets and codas.
These constraints defined a vocabulary of 32 possible syllables in each condition. In each set of 96 sequences (with 384 [4 X 96] syllable tokens), the syllable types appeared with the expected frequencies given in the Appendix, which presents all of the types in the fes condition. TTie syllables differed in expected frequency, because each consonant had to occur exactly once in each sequence, and four of the consonants were restricted to be just onsets or just codas throughout the study ([h] , [n] , [fj, and [s] ). Each consonant appeared exactly once per sequence to equate for error opportunities among the consonants and allow evaluation of any tendency for unrestricted sounds ([k] , [g] , [m] , and [n]) to obey the syllable-position constraint on movement errors.
The 96 sequences associated with each set were printed, in 16-point bold Helvetica lowercase type, one sequence to a line and 11 lines to a page. We found that the sequences were easier to read when printed than when presented on a computer screen. Syllables were spelled as indicated in the Appendix. The spelling was straightforward except that [g] onsets in [gem] , [gen] , and tgen] were spelled "gh" to remove the hard-soft "g" ambiguity. The order of the syllables within a sequence, and that of the sequences within a set, was random, with different randomizations used for each set and each participant.
Procedure. Each participant produced four sets of 96 sequences, each set on a separate day. There was, at most, 1 day intervening between sessions. A sequence set was produced as follows. The printed sequences were displayed to the participant via a cutout window so that only a single sequence was visible at a time. After each sequence was made visible, a Franz electric metronome (Model LM FB5, Franz Manufacturing, New Haven, CT) was started at a rate of 1 beat per second, and the participant recited the sequence once, coinciding each syllable with a beat. This slow recitation was designed to ensure proper pronunciation of each syllable and to familiarize the participant with the sequence; the very few errors that occurred were not counted. Then the metronome was set at 2.53 beats per second, and the participant recited the sequence three times at this rate without pause. The printed sequence remained visible throughout recitation. Each day's testing was tape recorded (Marantz cassette recorder PMD201, Marantz Company, Chatsworth, CA). Participants in the informed condition were told at the beginning of each experimental session that "when you see an 'f (or V). it will always be at the beginning of a syllable, and when you see an Y (or 'f), it will always be at the end of a syllable." Those in the uninformed condition were told nothing about the distribution of sounds or letters. At the conclusion of the 4th day's testing, all participants were given a sheet of paper with the following instruction: "In the space below, please note any observations concerning the syllables that you were asked to pronounce in this experiment. Example: All of the syllables contained the vowel 'e.' "
Results and Discussion
Tape recordings were scrutinized for errors by Kristopher D. Reed. The reliability of error coding was good. A second coder, who was unaware of the experimental conditions, independently listened to the tape recordings from the 1st day of testing of 3 participants and identified errors. Both coders had access to the correct sequences. Of the 3,456 syllable productions examined, both coders agreed that there was no error on 3,216 syllables. Of the remaining 240 syllables, the coders agreed that there was an error and they agreed on the nature of the error for 191 syllables. For 16 syllables, the primary coder identified an error, and the secondary coder did not. The reverse occurred for 23 syllables. Finally, there were 10 cases in which both coders identified an error but disagreed as to what it was. Thus, the overall coding agreement rate was 98.6% that is, (3,216 + 191)/3,456. If one conditionalizes on syllables in which the primary coder identified an error, the rate was 88.0%. This level of agreement is acceptable, provided that differences of interest are not subtle ones. None of the original coding decisions were changed as a result of this reliability check.
Our focus was on errors in which one of the eight consonants is replaced by another consonant from the sequence. All such errors were tallied. This included cutoff errors such as "kes" -> "m... kes." All of the tallied errors could be termed consonant movement errors or consonant misorderings because all eight sounds occurred in each sequence. Other error types, for example, vowel errors or substitutions of some other consonant, were rare and were not counted.
We identified 3,065 consonant misorderings. Because each participant produced 4,608 syllables at the faster speech rate (4 syllables X 3 repetitions X 96 sequences X 4 days), the overall rate of these errors per syllable was 8.3%, that is, 3,065/(4,608 X 8 participants). Errors were more likely on the 1st day (1058) than on subsequent days (Day 2, 799; Day 3, 544; and Day 4, 664).
All misordering errors are presented in the four matrices making up Table 1 . Each matrix entry gives the number of times that a particular syllable was produced as an error in a particular condition. For example, in the matrix labeled fes legal, the entry 37 associated with onset k and coda g means that 37 times a participant in the fes condition said "keg" instead of the correct syllable. Thus, the matrices are not confusion matrices (which consonant replaces which); they represent the form of the error outcome syllables. The legal-illegal dimension refers to whether or not the error involved movement that violated a positional constraint. Errors in legal matrices were events in which the spoken erroneous onset (or coda) occupied the same syllable position in the error as it did in the sequence. So, for example, if someone said "keg ken heng fes" instead of "meg ken heng fes," this would count as a legal instance of a "keg" error. The [k] was an onset in both the error and the intended sequence. Note that the s-onset column and the f-coda row are necessarily zero in the fes legal matrix, and the converse is true for the sef legal matrix. Error outcomes such as "gcg," "kek," "nen," and "mem" also cannot occur in the legal matrices. Any of these outcomes would be illegal, because at least one of the consonants would have to violate a constraint. Consider the relative strength of these constraints, starting with the language-wide constraints. All 640 of the errors involving misplacement of [h] and [rj] obeyed the constraint. Thus, the experiment exhibited the phonotactic regularity effect. Although we are quite certain that this constraint was very strongly upheld in the data, we cannot be certain that there were no phonotacticaUy illegal errors, because error coding can easily be biased against hearing these sounds in illegal positions (see Cutler, 1981; Frisch & Wright, 1998) .
Next, consider the local positional constraints, those involving misplacement of [m], [n], [k], and [g] . Of the 1,941 errors in this group, 68.2% obeyed the constraint. That is, more than two thirds of the time, the erroneous sound occupied the same syllable position as it did in the target sequence. Each of the 8 participants produced more errors with these consonants that retained position than errors that changed position (p < .01; this p value and all subsequent ones were determined from sign tests). Across the participants, the range was 53.8% to 86.1% legal errors. This result shows that movements are truly constrained by position. The effect, however, is not a dominating one. In fact, our finding is somewhat weaker than what one would expect from reports of the syllable-position effect in the speech error literature. For example, in Stemberger's (1989) analysis of English between-words conso-* violates experiment-wide constraints. ** violates language-wide constraints. nant errors, 90.3% of the errors involved onsets interacting with onsets and codas interacting with codas, 2.5% were clear exceptions to the constraint, and the remainder involved one or more consonants that were ambisyllabic. Insofar as our results are not as strong as Stemberger's, they call into question accounts of the syllable-position effect that do not admit exceptions, such as Dell's (1986) use of different nodes for the onset and coda versions of a consonant. However, the reading task used here may have generated some uncertainty regarding intended syllables, and this could account for a weakening of the constraint. Another point worth noting is that the present experiment confounded word and syllable position, at least insofar as each syllable was construed as a word. Thus, it is uncertain whether the obtained effect was one of word position, syllable position, or both (see Meyer, 1992; ShattuckHufaagel, 1986) .
The principal findings of this experiment concern the experiment-wide constraints. There were 484 errors in which [f] or [s] was misplaced. Of these errors, only 11 violated the constraint. As can be seen from the illegal outcome matrices in Table 1 moving to an onset slot. Thus, the experiment-wide constraints were upheld 97.7% of the time (range: 89.3% to 100%). For every participant, the experiment-wide constraint was stronger than the local positional constraint (p < .01), demonstrating that error adherence to the experiment-wide distribution was not simply due to the tendency for moving sounds to retain their syllable position.
As far as we can determine, the experiment-wide effect on errors was not associated with verbalizable knowledge of the sound distributions. Participants who were not informed about the distribution of [f] and [s] exhibited the constraint at the same rate (98.2%) as those who were informed (97.0%). Furthermore, none of the uninformed participants wrote down any observations at the end of the experiment about the distribution of [f] and [s] . Although post-experimental assessment of knowledge is an extremely weak test of implicitness (Dulany, Carlson, & Dewey, 1984) , the lack of a difference between the errors of informed and uninformed speakers, together with the fact that the key data are errors-responses that are unintended-provides good evidence that the experiment-wide effect was unrelated to explicit knowledge of the sound distributions.
To a first approximation, the experiment-wide effect on errors resembles that of the language-wide effect. It is just not as strong. Thus, one can interpret our effect as a kind of experimentally induced phonotactic regularity effect, one that reflects a learning process that occurred during the experiment. The learning process appeared to be quite powerful-leading to 97.7% adherence to the constraint-and it also seemed to develop very quickly. On the 1st day, only 4 errors (of 184 f-s errors) violated the constraint. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th days were associated with 3,2, and 2 violations, respectively. 
Experiment 2

Method
The method was the same as that in Experiment 1, except that [k] and [g] were restricted to a particular position for a given speaker, whereas [f] and [s] were unrestricted. To ensure that there was no ambiguity about the pronunciation of the [g], all (g] onsets were spelled *'gh." Eight new speakers from the same population as before participated and were assigned 2 each to the informed keg, informed gek, uninformed keg, and uninformed gek conditions.
Results and Discussion
Errors were tallied as in Experiment 1, leading to the identification of 3,584 consonant movement errors, a 9.7% error rate per syllable. The 1st day was associated with 1,111 errors, and subsequent days were associated with fewer errors: 960,789, and 724 for Days 2, 3, and 4, respectively. As in the first experiment, there were more violations of the experiment-wide constraints on the 1st day (17) than on the 2nd (4), 3rd (10), or 4th day (7). In percentage terms, 7.0% of the relevant movement errors on the 1st day violated the experimentwide constraint, as compared with 4.4% on subsequent days. The distribution of violations across trials within days was unsystematic, as in the previous experiment. Mean trial positions (out of 96) for the violations were 37, 36, 54, and 45 for Days 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Finally, we note that the experiment-wide effect was present for participants who were informed of the sound distributions (94.0%) as well as those who were not informed (95.7%). None of the uninformed group members wrote down anything about the restricted distributions of [k] and [g] in response to the post-experimental query about the stimuli.
Although not as strong as Experiment l's finding of 97.7% error adherence to experiment-wide constraints, the second experiment's 94.7% adherence adequately replicates the experimentwide effect The data further show that this effect was greater in magnitude than the 77.5% local positional (or syllable-position) effect and suggest that it was unrelated to explicit knowledge of the sound distributions. Finally, the similarity of the two experiments' results indicates some generality to the findings.
At this point, we have support for the claim that the participants have learned, that is, that they have been affected by their experience with the stimuli. This learning is revealed in the sensitivity of their errors to the experienced sound distributions. Their errors followed the phonotactics of the experiment, much as normal phonological speech errors follow the phonotactics of the language. However, the experiment-wide effect was not as strong as the language-wide effect and thus seemed to be genuinely intermediate between the local positional effect and the language-wide effect. In this way, the data support the claim that the processing system is sensitive to patterns at different levels of generality, what we have called the breadth of constraint hypothesis.
Before we turn to our final experiment, we need to revisit the theoretical issues raised in the introduction concerning the implicit learning hypothesis. What mechanisms could be responsible for the experiment-wide effect? As stated earlier, one possibility is instance theory. Each experience leaves a memory trace, and later performance depends on the retrieval of one of these traces (e.g., Logan, 1988) . One might explain the experiment-wide effect by proposing that each utterance of a syllable constitutes an instance, and more recent instances are more accessible than less recent ones. All that is required, then, is an assumption that the more accessible an instance, the more likely it will occur instead of the correct syllable. The more accessible instances will naturally follow the experiment-wide constraints.
This account, which we call syllable-instance theory, makes a prediction that can be tested with the data of the first two experiments. The prediction is that syllables that did not occur in the experiment should be much less likely as error outcomes than those that did. For example, in Experiment 1, the syllables "kek," "geg," "mem," and "nen" never occurred in the stimuli. Yet, they are consistent with the set of legal onsets and codas in the study, because each of these consonants could appear as both onsets and codas. By consulting the illegal matrices of Table 1 (these errors necessarily are illegal in that a consonant appears in a syllable position different from its origin in the sequence), one can see that these error outcomes did occur reasonably often. In fact, the average number of such outcomes per syllable type for "kek," "geg," "mem," and "nen" was 20.7. This can be compared with the average number of illegal syllable outcomes involving these consonants for actual occurring syllables such as "keg," "men," and so on: 15.3 errors per type, less than that for nonoccurring syllables. The same analysis of Experiment 2's data from Table 2 shows 17.2 illegal errors per syllable type for nonoccurring syllables ("fef," "ses," "mem," and "nen") versus 12.8 illegal errors per type for occurring syllables (e.g., "mef * and "nem"). In short, there is no evidence that error outcomes were restricted to occurring syllables. The reason that there were more errors creating nonoccurring syllables could reflect the fact that the nonoccurring outcomes had identical onsets and codas. However, the number of errors per type was highly variable across types, and so one should not put too much stock in the difference.
2 In any event, it is clear that errors often create nonoccurring syllables. Hence, the syllable-instance theory is not a likely explanation for the experiment-wide effect. Also ruled out are theories that associate the effect with a lexicon of stored syllable types as opposed to instances or tokens.
It is important to note that our ruling out of the syllable-instance theory is predicated on an assumption of indivisible syllable instances. If one allows instances to be blended or averaged, one can account for the generation of nonoccurring syllables. For example, the retrieval of a "gek" and a "keg" could, if the instances are properly structured, blend to a "geg" or a "kek" output. Such blended output-instance theories (e.g., Hintzman, 1986) can be distinguished from pure instance theories (e.g., Logan, 1988) and are difficult to distinguish from theories that allow for the storage of abstractions, such as rule-learning or connectionist theories.
The presence of a strong experiment-wide constraint on the location of erroneous consonants, coupled with the production of nonoccurring syllable outcomes, suggests that what is being learned involves smaller units than the syllable. The most intuitive hypothesis is that speakers were learning some kind of implicit generalization or rule about the set of possible onsets and possible codas in the study. So, in Experiment 1, the fes-condition participants learned that [f] was a possible onset. That is, they learned the set of possible onsets and the set of possible codas. This information could also be stated in a negative fashion ([s] cannot be an onset) or conditionally (if the segment is [/] , then it must occur as an onset). These kinds of generalizations can be referred to as positional, in that they refer to the position of a consonant in the syllable but not to other characteristics of the syllable.
If the learned generalizations about consonants are solely positional, they would be indifferent to the identity of the vowel. We tested this in a third experiment. This experiment was similar to the first one in that the consonants [ [s] should adhere to their syllable positions at the same rate as that for the other consonants. On the basis of the two previous experiments, we would expect this rate to be between 65% and 80% of the time. However, if speakers can learn the second-order constraints inherent in the stimuli, then we would expect [fj and [s] movements to maintain their syllable position at a higher rate. If the sensitivity to these constraints is as powerful as that of the purely positional experiment-wide constraints tested in the first two experiments, we would expect [f] and [s] movement errors to have 94%-98% adherence.
Experiment 3
Method
The only difference between this experiment and Experiment 1 concerned the makeup of the stimuli (and the information about die stimuli given to those participants in the "informed" conditions). There were 8 participants, as before, with 2 each assigned to the informed saf-fis, informed fas-sif, uninformed saf-fis, and uninformed fas-sif conditions. Each did 96 sequences a day for 4 days using the same procedure as the previous experiments. The sequences for each day for each participant in the fas-sif conditions were composed as follows. A 96-sequence set for a single day of the fes condition of Experiment 1 was generated. However, every other sequence in the set was transformed by replacing the occurrence of onset 
Results and Discussion
We tallied 1,769 consonant movement errors, a rate of 4.8% errors per syllable. This rate was somewhat lower than the rates of the two previous experiments (8.3% and 9.7%). But with the large individual differences in error rates in these studies-the most inaccurate speaker had more than 10 times as many errors as the most accurate one-the mean rate would be expected to vary across studies with only 8 participants. Errors declined over days: 635,48^, 355, and 290 errors for Days 1,2, 3, and 4, respectively. All of the error outcomes are presented in Table 3 .
The effects of language-wide and local constraints were the same ap in the two previous experiments. All of the 484 misorderings of [h] [g], 76.8% obeyed the local positional constraint. All 8 participants had more legal than illegal errors with these four consonants (p < .01; range: 54.6% to 86.7%). Thus, this experiment produced a syllable position effect of a similar size and reliability as in the previous two experiments.
The results for the experiment-wide constraints showed that these second-order constraints were indeed learned. The 259 misorderings involving [f] and [s] maintained their positions at a high Table 3 Error Outcomes rate, 90.3% of the time (range: 82.9% to 100%). This occurred even though [f] and [s] appeared as both onsets and codas for each participant. All S participants individually followed the experiment-wide constraint to a greater extent than the local positional constraints (p < .01). Thus, error adherence to the experiment-wide distributions seemed to reflect more than just the syllable-position effect.
Errors that violated the experiment-wide distribution were more likely on the 1st day (13 errors; mean trial position = 49) than on the 2nd (4 errors; mean position = 80), 3rd (3 errors; mean position = 73), or 4th day (5 errors; mean position = 72). In percentage terms, the rate of violations was greater on the 1st day (14.3%) than on subsequent days (7.1%). This same pattern of a greater percentage of experiment-wide violations on the 1st day was also seen in Experiment 2, although in neither experiment were there enough errors for a robust statistical test.
The information that was given to informed participants had no effect on the error pattern. In summary, the speakers in Experiment 3 appeared to learn implicitly about the constraint in the materials involving the association between the position of [f] and [s] and the particular vowel in the sequences. This learning was expressed as a strong tendency for their errors to adhere to the constraint, a tendency that was stronger than that for the unrestricted consonants ([k] , [g] , [m] , and [n]) to maintain their positions in movement errors. However, Experiment 3's experiment-wide effect (90.3% adherence) was somewhat smaller than that found in the first two experiments (97.7% and 94.7%), suggesting that the second-order constraint may not be registered as strongly as purely positional constraints.
Consider now some possible mechanisms for the experimentwide effect found in Experiment 3. As we did for the earlier two experiments, we can rule out an explanation based on a tendency for errors to create whole syllables that are present in the stimuli. As the illegal matrices in Table 3 show, errors violating local positional constraints that create nonoccurring syllables (e.g., "nin") were at least as common as those creating occurring syllables (e.g., "kam"). However, the finding that [f] and [s] movement errors were sensitive to the identity of the vowel reveals that speakers were acquiring more than just purely positional rules of the form [/] is an onset for this experiment. Thus, it appears that what was being learned is some kind of consonant position-vowel link.
One hypothesis regarding these consonant-vowel links is that speakers are learning the sets of onsets and rimes that occur in the stimuli (see Treiman, 1983 Treiman, , 1986 We examined all 25 outcomes that violated the experiment-wide constraint in this experiment (see the rows and columns in the illegal matrices in Table 3 labeled with a single asterisk). These errors involved 15 cases of onset movement and 11 of coda movement. (The reason that this sums to 26 is that one outcome involved the movement of both an onset and a coda.) So, although there were 4 more onset than coda violations (directionally consistent with the onset-rime hypothesis), it appears that error adherence to the experiment-wide constraint was not at all confined to coda movements. Whether there is any reliable asymmetry between onset and coda violations with our methods can be determined only in a much larger experiment. Nonetheless, it seems likely that the consonant-vowel links that speakers acquire in our procedure involve onsets as well as codas. This result goes along with other evidence that listeners' sensitivity to the frequency of diphones in CVC syllables includes the onset-vowel and vowelcoda combinations (Treiman, Kessler, Knewasser, Tincoff, & Bowman, 1999) .
General Discussion
Speech errors reflect a speaker's knowledge of where sounds occur in syllables and words. Errors obey language-wide phonotactic constraints; one rarely finds an error whose outcome contains an impossible sound sequence. At the same time, errors exhibit the syllable-position effect; when a sound moves from one syllable to another, it tends to stick to its position. We demonstrated these two phenomena experimentally and found, as well, a sensitivity to the distribution of sounds within an experiment.
In [ae] , are revealed in errors. Of the relevant movement errors, 90.3% obeyed this constraint, a rate significantly higher than the 76.8% with which unrestricted consonants maintained their syllable positions when they were misplaced.
These results, we claim, say something about both language and learning. With respect to language, they support what we called the breadth of constraint hypothesis, a claim that patterns in language occur at many levels of generality, and the processing system is sensitive to all of these levels. Thus, we see error adherence to language-wide constraints (the phonotactic regularity effect) and to local positional constraints (the syllable-position effect) as two ends of a continuum. The former applies to the whole language, and the latter applies to a single word or syllable. Our finding of sensitivity to experiment-wide constraints is intermediate between these extremes.
With respect to learning, our data illustrate the implicit learning of sequential patterns, akin to the many experiments in which participants push buttons in response to rule-governed sequences of stimuli (e.g., Cleeremans, 1993; Poldrack, Selco, Field, & Cohen, 1999) . The learning that occurred in our studies was implicit, as this term is normally used. The error patterns were unaffected by informing the participants of the sound distributions in their syllables, and those who were uninformed did not report any knowledge of the distribution when asked. Furthermore, the task required of the participants, repeating syllables, can be performed quickly and does not necessarily require any knowledge of the experimentally manipulated patterns. Finally, the data of interest, errors, were not intended responses by our speakers. Hence, it is difficult to see the error pattern resulting in a simple way from speakers' conscious intentions.
An illuminating characteristic of our data is that sensitivity to experiment-wide constraints occurred very quickly. Although the effect seemed to strengthen across days, it was clearly present during the 1st day. In Experiment 1, for example, only 4 of 184 misplacements of [f] and [s] were violations, and these violations were haphazardly distributed across the trials. These findings indicate very rapid learning. With this in mind, we offer the following general mechanism: Each utterance of a syllable tunes the language production system to favor the production of that and similar syllables. The effect of this tuning endures longer than a single trial, and it accumulates with the tuning associated with other utterances. The overall effect is to adapt the production system to recent experience. It is noteworthy that this kind of mechanism has also been offered for the grammatical encoding component in language production. Bock and Griffin (2000) have showed that structural priming, the tendency for speakers to use the same syntactic structure as a recently experienced prime sentence (e.g., Bock, 1986) , is a form of implicit learning. The effects of a single prime are relatively long lasting, and hence the tunings associated with individual utterances can accumulate to create general biases for particular structures.
Specific mechanisms for this kind of adaptive tuning have been proposed in recurrent network theories of sequence learning, which associate implicit learning with connection weight changes between representations of potential responses and distributed representations of prior contexts (e.g., Chang, Dell, Bock, & Griffin, 2000; Cleeremans, 1993; Elman, 1990; Gupta & Cohen, 1998; see Christiansen & Chater, 1999» for a review). However, to account for our data, very small weight changes will probably not do the trick. All that is required is the absence of any [f] codas over a few sequences to make the system considerably less likely to generate an [f] coda as an error than when there are [f] codas in these sequences. One may need a large short-term component to the weight change process to account for the alacrity and size of our effects. At least one account of implicit sequence learning, that of Cleeremans (1993) , includes both a short-term and a long-term component to adaptive weight change. Each response creates a sizable change in weights, but only a fraction of that change is permanent Similarly, the node structure theory of MacKay (1987) allows for both short-term (recency) and permanent changes in the transmission of priming among representational units responsible for producing linguistic sequences. These would be analogous to the weight changes in distributed connectionist models.
Another issue related to learning concerns the representations over which learning occurs. We have suggested that the learning is not based on indivisible syllables. That is, the speakers did not simply inventory which syllables occurred in the experiment and which did not with the sole effect that errors were biased toward creating occurring syllables. Furthermore, we have shown that speakers can learn more than just the set of occurring onsets and codas. Experiment 3 suggests that the experiment-wide error effect can be sensitive to consonant position-vowel combinations, as well as straight consonant positions. However, this was just a single study, and so we do not wish to make any strong claims about what units and structures the learning occurs over. At this point in time, the available data are consistent with any number of representational proposals, provided that they allow for the registration of word and/or syllable boundary information and the co-occurrence of, at least, adjacent speech sounds. For example, if a recurrent network's output consisted of sequences of phonemes or features and included boundaries, it would naturally tend to register these kinds of co-occurrences. And recently experienced co-occurrences would have privileged effects on output. Thus, recurrent network models might be able to explain the learning effects on errors. However, we are a long way from being able to offer this kind of model of our data. Leaving learning aside, any model will, first, have to create the right kinds of phonological errors, particularly errors in which phonemes exchange or otherwise move between syllables. None of the existing recurrent network models of the production of word forms (e.g., Dell et al., 1993) can give a good account of phonemic movement errors, particularly exchanges (see Dell, Chang, & Griffin, 1999 , for a discussion).
To conclude, we return to the phonotactic regularity of speech errors. Why does this effect occur? Our experiments invite the conclusion that at least part of the effect is the result of recent experience. You may say "blug" instead of "bug" because you have said words beginning with [bl] in your recent past. But you would never say "lbug." Perhaps that is because your phonology does not allow syllable initial [lb] . But perhaps it is instead because you do not have any recent experience saying this cluster. Some modern phonological theories tend to see the phonology of a language as being projected from its lexicon (see Broe & Pierrehumbert, 1999) . That is, there is no independent abstract representation of phonological patterns aside from what is stored in the lexicon. Or, if there is some abstraction, it is computed from the contents of the lexicon. We would only add to this notion that the phonology is projected preferentially from those parts of the lexicon that are most accessible, such as recently experienced sound forms.
